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WARNINGS OF False Flag
False Flag Passover Peril, April 19 – 22

By Captain Eric H. May,  GT CO

HOUSTON, 4/19/11 — A cascade of indicators argue that a false flag terror attack, probably nuclear, is

impending, perhaps imminent, during the Jewish Passover, which begins today:

Two weeks ago, New York City conducted a huge dirty bomb drill.1.

On Saturday, two Virginia nuclear reactors went off-line during a freak tornado storm, in an eerie echo

of Fukushim.

2.

U.S. top law enforcement just returned from a week-long homeland security trip to Israel,  and The

Chicago Tribune, which reported it, has sabotaged the story link.

3.

The U.S. credit rating was put in jeopardy yesterday, in what may be a globalist move to force a false

flag.

4.

The European Parliament is demanding answers about reports that the U.S. is using its ultra-secret

HAARP weather weapon to affect global climate, and perhaps induce earthquakes.

5.

Barack Obama’s approval rating is down to 41%, and his U.S. citizenship is being called into question.6.

If the country makes it to Easter, I’ll write about the cryptanalysis that has led me to publish such a dire warning.

For the present I re-issue my much-discussed 2009 letter to my curious Ambassador Chase Untermeyer, in

which I introduced the elements of Ghost Troop’s false flag cryptanalysis and prediction. Two weeks after it’s

publication, it’s fears were very nearly actualized in the Houston area, when 70, 000 people were evacuated

from the Bush stronghold of Bryan, Texas.

 

The three top targets I identified then seem equally valid now, so I’ll play the same cards, hoping that they will

again amount to a winning hand.

 

CHICAGO, NEW YORK, HOUSTON
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2009 Top 9/11-2B Targets

By Captain Eric H. May

Intelligence Editor

The Lone Star Iconoclast

 

July 17, 2009

 

Publisher’s Prologue

Ambassador Chase Untermeyer, the former chaplain of Ghost Troop, receives a long awaited reply from the

cyber-intelligence unit’s commander, former Army officer Captain Eric H. May. It is full of the geostrategic insight

and political unorthodoxy that the two friends, from opposite ends of the political spectrum, have exchanged

since the beginning of the Iraq War. Their correspondence is an underground classic, a frank and sometimes

fierce history of the new millennium.

 

Chaplain Chase

Dear Chase:I’m always heartened by your e-mail and letters. Please indulge me as I mix the pleasure of

responding to you with the duty of updating CNN and the FBI on Ghost Troop’s latest 9/11-2B research, which

confirms Chicago, New York City and Houston as the top three U.S. terror targets for the remainder of 2009:

On Tue, 4/14/09, Chase Untermeyer wrote:

 

Dear Eric:

 

I think about you and wonder how you are doing. I’m sorry I haven’t been in touch more frequently.

Please let me know when might be a good time to speak on the phone or come see you.

 

Diana and I will return to Qatar next week for the wedding of a young sheik friend of ours. Then in

early  May  I’ll  make  a  trip  to  Israel  with  some  retired  general  officers.  (They’re  letting  ex-Lt

Untermeyer tag along.) We ought to see the top political and military leaders. The only problem is

there’s a fellow from Rome who’ll  be visiting at  the same time, name of  Benedict.  My military

education this spring will be completed by a week-long national security seminar at the Army War

College in Carlisle Barracks, Pa. I’ll give you a complete report on all the above.

 

All the best to the lovely Gretchen and of course to you from Diana, Elly, and CHASE.

There, now that you have introduced yourself as my friend, I will introduce you further with some highlights from

your curious cursus vitae:

You were Ronald Reagan’s Assistant Secretary of the Navy.

You were GHWB’s transition team leader when he replaced Reagan.

You were GWB’s Texas Board of Education Chairman

You were my intro to NBC (which hired me) and Team Bush (which didn’t).

You were the best man at my wedding in 2002.

You were a volunteer Ghost Troop officer from 2003 to 2006.

You were US Ambassador to Qatar from 2004 to 2007

Censored CNN
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This is redundant to you and me. To the CNN/FBI crowd, though, it should all be highly interesting. CNN ran a

story by Mike Ahlers on Ghost Troop last month, due to my familiarity with James von Brunn, now notorious as

the alleged shooter in the Washington, D.C. Holocaust Museum case. During our interview, Ahlers asked

whether I would be willing to answer FBI questions about JvB. I told him I would happily cooperate with the FBI,

and noted that I’ve corresponded with Mr. von Brunn nearly as much as I’ve corresponded with you! Candidly, I

think Ahlers was surprised that the FBI hadn’t yet contacted me. They still haven’t, for that matter, although I’m

hoping that this e-mail to you will change that.

 

The story Ahlers wrote, alas, showed the low state of mainstream media “journalism,” in which the “reporter” is

nothing more or less than a half-deaf stenographer. He dutifully hears, then dully writes, establishment drivel,

while “misunderstanding”  anyone saying anything that  contradicts the establishment line. The awful Ahlers

dissed my executive officer, Major William Fox, by failing to identify him as a former Marine Corps officer and,

like  you,  a  Harvard  Business  School  graduate.  He  presented  me  as  a  mere  conspiracy  theorist,  neatly

forgetting my background in military intelligence, and my publications everywhere from Military Intelligence

Magazine to The Wall Street Journal. He even omitted the fact that you were one of my Ghost Troop officers

for three years — the last two of them while concurrently serving as the U.S. Ambassador to Qatar!

 

In short,  he failed to write anything that was positive, and little that was accurate, about Ghost Troop. He

contented himself with innuendo against Major Fox and me, and fawned over the FBI mouthpiece and the

Israeli ambassador. He regurgitated the rancid official story about how the 88-year-old von Brunn morphed into

an agile Terminator at the Holocaust Museum in Washington, D.C. I leave it to you to read his hit piece against

Ghost Troop: Some suspect conspiracy in Holocaust Museum case.

 

Holocaust Chutzpah

Speaking  of  the  Holocaust,  Ghost  Troop  has  detected  an  indicator  that  affirms  our  suspicions  in  our

five-year-old  9/11-2B  mission  to  detect  and  expose  false  flag  attack  attempts.  “9/11-2B,”  you  will  recall,

designates “the next 9/11″ or “the 9/11 to be” that our alphabet soup of establishment entities assures us is not

a matter of IF but WHEN. CNN and the CIA, NBC and the NSA, FOX and the FBI…, all of them are variations

on a single theme: “Be terrified of terrorists, and give us power to protect you!”

The indicator is something that I discovered as a result of my Holocaust Museum research: The dates on which

several  of  the  museums  were  dedicated  where  advanced  notice  of  so-called  “terror”  attacks.  The  most

conspicuous example was New York City’s Museum of Jewish Heritage. If you look at virtually any information

source on the Internet and you will find the assertion that it opened on September 15, 1997. This is carefully

crafted misinformation, though. The actual date on which it opened, its dedication date, is September 11, 1997:

Archives of Rudolph W. Giuliani.

 

You and I both remember the dedication of the Houston Holocaust Museum on March 3, 1996. I wrote an NBC

editorial about it: Holocaust Museum — NBC Editorial.

 

In those days I didn’t question the memory or motives of the Jews, whom I had learned to pity from reading

Holocaust novels like Elie Wiesel’s Night. It never would have occurred to me that the museum dedication date

code 3/3 was a code signal for a terror attempt against Texas City, Texas on 3/30 in 2004, in which you and I

both played prominent roles. I never would have imagined that 3/3 and 3/30 both decoded to the “supreme”

occult number of 33. In those days I was equally ignorant both of the Illuminati and the Kabbalists.

 

W. Leon Smith, the courageous publisher of The Lone Star Iconoclast, understood what was up. He demanded

a congressional  investigation  of  Ghost  Troop’s  uncanny  ability  to  predict  petrochemical  explosions  in  the
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Houston area.  The editorial  ran  on  3/3,  2008.  The date  code was  intentional,  a  gotcha message to  the

Houston-area holocausters: Time To Investigate Houston Is Now.

 

I couldn’t have imagined people so nefariously evil that they would establish — through the dedication of a

death shrine — a coded signal for a premeditated mass murder of Americans citizens, or that they would be so

brazen as to carry out a parallel pattern in their attacks:

Oklahoma City, Oklahoma — 4/19

New York City, New York — 9/11

Texas City, Texas — 3/30

The attack codes for New York City (9/11) and Texas City (3/3) have become transparent, but in an incredible

display of chutzpah, they recently used the Oklahoma City 4/19 attack code as the dedication date of Chicago’s

Holocaust Museum. According to the Jewish community, they chose the date because it is the 66th anniversary

of the 1943 Warsaw Ghetto Uprising. Their numerology, combined with fresh developments, is alarming:

The “66″ year anniversary resonates with the 60606 (666) zip code of Sears Tower.

Yesterday, the government reported a total of 666 U.S. deaths in the Afghan War.

Yesterday Sears Tower was renamed Willis Tower.

Today there was a building conflagration and collapse in Chicago.

Today there was an “Al Qaeda” attack abroad.

Rarely have we seen a more conspicuous cascade of false flag indicators. For two years, Ghost Troop has

warned that the Sears Tower is the top 9/11-2B target: Chicago’s Nuclear Obama– False Flag Unfurled.

 

Prayerful Patriotism

Briefly stated, Chaplain Chase, I think that a false flag attack — like those carried out by the Israelis against the

King David Hotel and the USS Liberty — is soon to be carried out against one of the three coded cities of

Chicago, New York and Houston. As usual, it will be blamed on the Jews’ perennial enemy, the Arabs. The real

terrorists, though, will be the Jews, aided and abetted by Gentile traitors. Several months ago Ghost Troop

published a false flag time frame of 3/11/09 to 9/9/09. It seems as valid now as when we issued it.

 

The failure of the FBI to investigate our professional and proven analysis indicates that the pending 9/11-2B

attack is an official conspiracy. The propagandizing by CNN and other Jewish-controlled media against U.S.

militias like Ghost Troop indicates that they are a part of that conspiracy.

 

It is my earnest prayer, as a loyal Christian officer on a mission of conscience, that the American People soon

discover the conspiracy and its participants. It  is my earnest exhortation that those tried and convicted for

treason, under Article 3, Section 3 of the U.S. Constitution, be hanged as traitors without exception.

 

Bad apples in the Jewish community — commonly referred to as Zionists — have utterly betrayed “America-

first” citizens, like you and me and the vast majority of our compatriots. I know that for pointing out the facts that

Ghost Troop has discovered I will be assailed as anti-Semitic. I’m fortunate that you, with your Jewish roots,

have upheld our unique friendship. Most of what I know about your people comes from knowing you.

 

Gratefully, Eric
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